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Introduction
AM
OST introductions to college annuals
try to outdo one another in silli-
ness, imagining that there is more
wisdom in the garb of foolishness
than foolishness in the garb of wisdom. But
we imagine that if wisdom is foolishness,
intentional foolishness must be double-eyed
blithering idiocy. A little nonsense is relished,
but too much palls on the nerves while spread-
ing its pall across the scholastic sky. If you
want to be singular do not make a studied
effort to be so. Just be natural. There is
room for one Roosevelt; and all others besides
being weak imitations, only nauseate us.
Hence we have decided to issue this
annual without studied effort to imitate. If
you find anything here that you have already
seen in other annuals, do not lay it to plagiar-
ism or vapidity. Read the book, but be sure
to read your own copy. Recommend it to
your friends, and boost the sales into the
thousands. F. A. J.
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Historical Statement
16
CEDARVILLE COLLEGE is under the control of the General Synod of theReformed Presbyterian Church. It was chartered by the State of Ohioin January, 1887. On Wednesday, September 19, 1894, the college was
opened for instruction in the mansion formerly owned by Rev. Hugh McMillan,
D. D., where half a century ago, he conducted an academy from which many noted
persons graduated. The accommodations not being sufficient for the needs of the
growing institution, in the second year the present main building was erected
and opened on the site purchased several years before. Both the buildings and the
campus are the gifts of generous friends. Tho young, the college has already
exerted a lasting and widefelt influence. Its students and graduates take high
rank in seminaries, universities and other advanced schools of learning. Many
of them are worthily filling positions of power and influence in America and foreign
lands.
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Board of Trustees
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J. H. CRESWELL, President Cedarville, Ohio
J. H. STORMONT First Vice-President Cedarville, Ohio
REV. HOMER MCMILLAN, D. D., Second Vice-President Atlanta, Ga.
REV. J. L. CHESNUT, D. D., Secretary Cedarville, Ohio
PROF. F. A. JURKAT, M. A., Treasurer Cedarville, Ohio
OSCAR E. BRADFUTE, A. B, 
  
Xenia, Ohio
REV. DAVID MCKINNEY, D. D., LL. D Cincinnati, Ohio
REV. WILLIAM R. GRAHAM, A. B Rockville, Ind.
JOSEPH A. FINNEY, A. B., Xenia, Ohio
NATHAN L. RAMSEY, Cedarville, Ohio
PROF. W. RENWICK MCCHESNEY, Ph. D., D D Cedarville, Ohio
PROF. S. C. WRIGHT, A. B Cedarville, Ohio
STANDING COMMITTEES
Executive—Creswell, Chesnut, McKinney, Bradfute, Graham.
Finance—Bradfute, Finney, Ramsey, Stormont.
Instruction—McChesney, Chestnut, McMillan, Graham.
Property—Stormont, Ramsey, Jurkat, Wright.
Auditing—Finney, Graham, Ramsey, McMillan.
Investment—Jurkat, McKinney, Stormont.
LOCAL ADVISORY BOARD
D. S. Ervin, J. C. Stormont, Thompson Crawford, G. E. Jobe, Oscar Smith.
WOMEN'S ADVISORY BOARD
Mrs. W. R. McChesney, Miss Mary Ervin, Mrs. S. T. Baker, Mrs. John W.
Johnson, Mrs. W. H. Barber, Mrs. Anderson Collins, Mrs. E. C. Oglesbee, Mrs. J.
W. Dixon, Mrs. S. C. Wright, Mrs. L. D. Parker, Mrs. Leroy Allen, Mrs. Geo. H.
Creswell, Mrs. F. A. Jurkat.
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W. RENWICK McCHESNEY, PH. D., D. D.
President
Professor of Psychology, Oratory and Greek
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FRANK ALBERT JURKAT , A.M.
Treasurer
Professor of Modern Languages, Hebrew
and History
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LEROY ALLEN, Ph. B.
Dean
Harper Professor of Economics and
Sociology
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LESTER DAY PARKER, B.S., A.B.
Registrar
Professor of Mathematics and Natural
Science
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ANNA ALBERTA CRESWELL, A.M.
Secretary 
.
Professor of Latin and French
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STEPHEN CALVIN WRIGHT, A.B.
Financial Secretary
Professor of Education
16
ELEANORE KATHERINE HOLLIDAY, A.B.
Director of Athletics for Women
Professor of English
Instructor in Domestic Science
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DAVID C. BRADFUTE
Instructor in Chemistry
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MRS. JESSIE RUSSELL
Director of the Department of Music
Professor of Music
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W. DWIGHT STERRETT
Instructor in Mathematics
15
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J. MERLE RIFE
Instructor in Physics
19
MISS LUCILE GRAY
Librarian
16
16
MISS NELLIE ALLEN
Instructor in Latin
19
JOHN C. GRINDLE
Janitor
16
RUTH ELIZABETH ALLEN
Junior Member of the Faculty
Mascot
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The Inauguration of the Rev. Wilbert
Renwick McChesney, Ph. D., D. D.
THAT the inauguration of a college president is no ordinary event was feltby all who were privileged to be present at the exercises on Friday, Nov-
ember 12, of last year. An unusual spirit of enthusiasm filled the town,
the college students, the visitors of the day and all who had had any part in making
the event the splendid success that it was.
That spirit first made itself manifest in the ringing notes of the song which
opened the morning session at the Opera House. At this session, Rev. John J.
Wilson, '03, presiding, introduced the speakers who, as representatives of the various
organizations with which Dr. McChesney has been connected or with which he
has come in contact, came to pay their tributes to the man who in various capaci-
ties has so well met the needs of the college and community. For the citizens of
Greene county, Mr. Oscar Bradfute brought congratulations to Dr. McChesney
for the honor which had been given him, to the students for the privilege of having
such a president, and to the county for the splendid citizen it has in him. Rev.
J. S. E. McMichael represented the citizens of Cedarville in an optimistic address
on the outlook for unusual future co-operation, between college and community.
Prof. F. M. Reynolds reviewed the splendid results of the contact of Dr. McChesney
with the teachers and pupils of the public schools of the county. J. Merle Rife '16,
brought a tribute of love from the students of the college in his address. The
congratulations and best wishes of the Alumni were carried by Dr. John Wilson
Bickett of New Concord, Ohio, and the greetings from the faculty were presented
by Prof. Jurkat. The trustees of the college were heard from thru Mr. Joseph A.
Finney, '06, of Xenia, Ohio; and General Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian
Church sent its commendation and approval thru its representative, Dr. James
L. Chesnut.
Each one present felt that years worth while had passed in Cedarville College,but that the future held more in store than there was ever dreamt of when thefirst few students gathered under the leadership of the first professors and that
the future successes would be due to a great extent to the hopes and prayers and
work of the last twenty years of Dr. McChesney's life and to the future service
that was opening up before him.
The chief address of the morning, "The Function of the Christian College,"
which was most ably presented by President J. Knox Montgomery, D. D., of Mus-
kingum college, added an inspiration to the spirit of the day in the picture of the
first college of students which was organized under the leadership of the Great Teacher.
The morning session filled as it was with tributes of appreciation, enthus-
iastic cheers from the students, congratulatory applause from the audience, and a
pervading spirit of good will and best wishes, set the tone for the whole day.
19
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An opportunity for the visiting Alumni to meet old friends, for the visiting
delegates to meet the members of the college and community more intimately
was afforded at the Inaugural Luncheon, which was held in the Methodist Church
dining rooms at noon. Over two hundred and fifty met together about the tables,
which were artistically decorated with goldand blue shaded candles and with
graceful bouquets of gold and white chrysanthemums. At the close of the luncheon
Rev. J. Alvin Orr, '97, of Pittsburg, Pa., as toastmaster, rose and after a personal
tribute to Dr. McChesney called on the representatives of colleges and a number
of other distuinguished visitors, who responded with splendid messages of good
will and good cheer for Cedarville College and Dr. McChesney. Those heard
from at this time were: President W. 0. Thompson, of Ohio State University,
Prof. William E. Smyser, registrar of Ohio Wesleyan University, President Walter
G. Clippinger, Otterbein University; Dr. William P. Johnston, President Emeri-
tus of Geneva College; Dr. H. J. Christman, Central Theological Seminary, Dayton,
Ohio; E. E. Brandon, Dean and Vice-President of Miami University; Dr. W. S.
Scarborough, President of Wilberforce University; President J. Edwin Jay, of Wil-
mington College; Dr. Joseph Kyle, President of Xenia Theological Seminary;
Prof. J. H. Dickason, of Wooster College; Judge Charles H. Kyle, of Xenia, Ohio;
and Representative W. B. Bryson, of Xenia, Ohio.
After the luncheon, all those in any way connected with the college as visiting
delegates, alumni, students, and officers, marched in academic procession from
the college to the Opera House. It was an unusual and interesting sight, with the
serious garb of the academic costume, the bright mingling of the different class
colors, the long file of over one hundred and fifty loyal friends and members of the
college, as the procession passed thru the interested crowds of spectators to join
those waiting in the Opera House for the important events of the afternoon, which
were the climax of the events of the day.
As the crowd assembled, and the visiting delegates, faculty, and trustees took
their places on the platform which was decorated in palms, ferns, cedar, and yellow
and white chrysanthemums, the college orchestra, which furnished the music for
the day, played an overture. Dr. McKinney, the retiring president, had charge of
the exercises of the afternoon. The action of the Board of Trustees was read by
the president of the board, Mr. James H. Creswell, after which reading the formal
inauguration of the president by the retiring president occurred. The inaugural
prayer, which was offered by the Rev. James L. Chesnut, D. D., was followed by
the charge to the president by the ex-president. In his sketch of the college Dr.
McKinney revealed the splendid service that had already been given by Dr. Mc-
Chesney in loyal co-operation and untiring devotion to its best interests, and in
his personal address to him he pledged his heartiest co-operation. As retiring
president he charged him to be true to the office in deed as in name, to decide for
himself the problems brought to him for solution.
In response to the charge and the greetings of the day, Dr. McChesney spoke
in terms which revealed his depth of appreciation of the honor which had been made_
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his, and deepened the feeling of his hearers that a splendid future was opening out
for Cedarville with the co-operation of faculty, students, and friends in helping to
make its plans successful.
Then followed the scholarly and eloquent inaugural address on the subject,
"The Ideal College", in which he traced the history of the relations of colleges
with the public schools and the universities and showed that each of the three had
its place to fill and its function to perform. Then he outlined the elements of
the ideal college which he felt to be: first, material equipment in endowment and
buildings: second, the ideal personal element in an efficient, devoted, and loyal
board of trustees; a progressive, inspiring, and admirable faculty; enthusiastic,
diligent, and noble students; loyal and grateful alumni; and a co-operative enter-
prising community; and third, high ideals of citizenship and character.
At the close of the Inaugural address the Dean, Rev. Leroy Allen, gave a
short address pledging the love and co-operation of faculty and students. As a
fitting affirmation of his words, gifts of flowers from the faculty and the students
were presented by the ushers, while the college students sang a song to the new
president and raised a rousing cheer.
As the crowd dispersed and the words of congratulation, good cheer, and best
wishes died away, those most deeply interested in the college and its future felt
that an epoch Iliad passed and that the future that lay before it promised still greater
achievements. The last words of the Inaugural address were re-echoed in each
heart: "Let us here and now dedicate ourselves anew, with the like devotion which
characterized our illustrious fathers, to co-operate with one another and to toil
with faith in God and with a view si vie to His glory for the upbuilding of Cedar-
ville College that there may continue thru the coming ages a Christian institution
of learning in our midst to train our youth, enrich our nation, and make glad the
church of Christ." E. K. H.
21
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Senior History
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I
T is with pride that we record in the pages of this Cedrus the deeds done (and undone) in the flesh
by one of the most wonderfully and fearfully made classes in the history of old C. C. When we
are all on the dead level in the cemetery, it will be said of us as of Lincoln, "Now they belong to
. the ages." Many will shed tears, copious, gushing tears, not of regret and distress, but tears of
joy and gratitude for the innumerable volumes of good deeds which we have placed on the shelves
of eternity.
In 1912 twenty-four young striplings registered as Freshmen, but as time flowed on the number
dwindled or increased by spurts until we now number fifteen. At the beginning of our Senior year
Ralph Elder safely jumped from the valley of the sophomore over the mountains of Juniorhood, into
the land of the Seniors flowing with intellectuality and irrigated by success. Rev. Whyte will join
our ranks on Commencement Day and take his bachelor degree. Two of our members, 0. M. and C. P.,
have already put on the teacher's harness and are pulling many thru the slough of ignorance. They,
too, will be recipients of degree's on June 9th.
Yes, we are fearfully and wonderfully made. Some have poise, others avoirdupoise; some are
blondes, many broomettes; and others have so much of them on the ground that it is a wonder they
don't take cold.
We are the hope of the ages and despair of the Profs. Our motto is efficiency in the broadest sense
—to do everything and everybody. We are going to put on the market the biggest (how about Dave?)
and the best qualified bunch of teachers ever yet moulded and branded by C. C. It is said that teachers
are the salt of the earth,and our Profs. will testify that we have already attained a five cent sack capacity
along this line. There are coming scientists among us who will no doubt be analyzing gold dust for
years to come. Then, too, there are some who have proved most efficient in argumentation and debate.
Prof. Allen's patient and faithful labors along this line are not barren of results. Such weighty questions
as those concerning "Evolution" and "Military Preparedness" have been settled for all times by some
of our esteemed members. Ada and Dorothy have had a course in domestic silence and others of our
fair members can execute anything on the piano, even just judgement. "Tis said that Merle has the
rudiments of no less than ten languages stored away in the nooks and cubby holes of his cranial anatomy.
On the other hand "Willie" has the financial deficits of no less than ten organizations stored away in
the nooks and crevices of his pockets—some treasurer!
There is an erroneous notion afloat concerning our belligerency. Very few things has our class,
collectively or individually, sought to oppose. But in the course of human trickery, when numerically
shaped flower gardens, obnoxious because of place and placer, are planted in full view of daily and
legitimate walk, then WE feel it OUR DUTY to the institution to rise up and demand justice—or root
out geraniums. Again, who—(I leave space for a reply) would not try to pull the wool over the eyes
of the faculty when in order to receive your "sheepskin's' you are compelled to orate 1000 words for the
ears of the unappreciating public. We have petitioned, we have remonstrated, we have supplicated;
we have prostrated before the faculty and have implored its interposition to arrest the tyrannical hands
of the Board of Trustees. This leads us to philosophize with Shakespeare—witli a few blottings out
and some insertions—
"To deliver 'em or not to deliver 'em, that is the question:—
Whether 'tis nobler in the minds to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,
Or to take arms against the movement,
And by opposing end it?"
In one sense we are belligerent. We believe with our President (McChesney) in mental prepared-
ness. The Profs. have been doing their best to load our intellectual howitzers and for four years have
been steadily mobilizing the forces of truth and fact. All that remains to be done is the ignition of these
gaseous bombs by the flame of activity. M. E. B.
23
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DAVID COLLINS BRADFUTE.
Xenia, Ohio
"Beeftrust""Dave"
Philo.
Arts Department Normal Department
Faculty records show that as a Freshman
he once attended a first hour class on time.
Very fond of writing orations. A profound
Latin student.
The President of the Class
MARY EDNA BIRD
Cedarville, Ohio
"Mary" "M.
Philo.
Arts Department Normal Department
Poet, philosopher, artist, and ragtime
pianist. She is able to get replies even from
the member of the class who is most reluc-
tant to write.
The Secretary of the Class
19 16
WILLIAM ALLEN HASTINGS.
Cedarville, Ohio
"Bill"
Philosophic
Arts Department
The only member of the class not perpet-
ually "broke". His most frequent thot is
"I wonder when they are going to pay
their dues?"
The Treasurer of the Class
\ ARY DOROTHY COLLINS
Cedarville, Ohio
I >orothy " "Dot" "Dimples"
Philo.
Arts Department Normal Department
A country lassie. We fear that the re-
mainder of her life will be spent in a manse.
25
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MILDRED E. CROUSE
Cedarville, Ohio
" Mildred "
Department of Music
A vocalist, instrumentalist, and heart
smasher. We predict for her also that she
will not long remain in the state of single
blessedness.
16
MILDRED J. COREY
Cedarville, Ohio
"Mildred"
Department of Music
Sophomore in Arts Department
Her course of study consists of Music,
Ethics, Psychology, etc., You can guess
the rest. Too late, boys, Tough luck! But
there's no chance.
26
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RALPH STEWART ELDER
Darlington, Pa.
"R.S." "Ralph" "Elder"
Philo.
Arts Department. Theological Seminary
Is always on time at his meals. He is
not one of the "old style" type of Cedarville
preachers. He rooms on Xenia Avenue
but he may be found more frequently on
Miller Street.
GLADYS BEATRICE POST
Cedarville, Ohio
"Gladys"
Department of Music
She is shy and unassuming. Is seldom
to be seen about the College. We would
not dare to risk any prophecies in this case.
27
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MARGARET BELLE RIFE
Cedarville, Ohio
"Maggie"
Department of Music
She keeps herself hidden most of the time
in that wilderness which goes under the
name of "North of Town".
JOHN MERLE RIFE
Cedarville, Ohio
"Rife" "Hoot"
Philo.
Arts Department
He knows more Hebrew than Moses,
more Egyptian than Pharaoh, more Greek
than Homer, more Latin than Cicero, more
German than Goethe, more French than
Hugo, and less English than a Freshman.
28
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CAREY PATON RITCHIE
Clifton, Ohio
"C. P."
Philo.
Arts Department.
Cheerful, good natured and carefree; or
perhaps tie should say careless. If he has
a personal opinion on any subject no one
has ever yet discovered it.
ORLAND MELLVILLE RITCHIE
Clifton, Ohio
"0. M."
Philo
Arts Department.
A professor, a student, and a journalist
all in one. He can read proof almost as
well as Professor Jukit. How we wish we
had him here now to spell for us.
29
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THOMAS WHYTE
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
"01 Whyte"
Arts-Theology
An Irishman and an Orangeman. He
says "th' doctors can talk all they please
about overeating, but you feel awful good
if you do and awful bad if you don't".
16
ADA FRANCES WALLACE
Winchester, Ohio
"Ader " "Adams County"
Philosophic
Arts Department
It is fortunate for her that she stands
teasing well. She is said to have been at
one time bashful. Oh the differences that
a few short years make.
30
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Their First Pictures
0. M. R.
G. B. P.
A. F. W.
BARI
IN THE CLASS
M. E. C.
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Their First Pictures
XL E. B.
ANOTHER BIG BABY
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Junior History
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WHEN the school bell called us, at the beginning of this college year, toagain take up our duties, several of our old members did not appear intheir usual places. Two were engaged in the art of teaching; one,
for reasons unknown, remained at home; and another having attended summer
school, was promoted to the Senior Class, thus failing to experience the joys and
privileges which naturally attend this Junior Class.
All these departures from the straight course make our class seem rather
small. But two new ones were added to our number, making eight in all; not a
very large class yet, to be sure, but one which you will all agree made up that
quality which is so essential.
Our president, John Collins, gained quite a reputation as center of the Boys'
Basket Ball Team, and ably assisted by the left forward, Paul Creswell, did much
to gain Cedarville's victories.
The Girls' Basket Ball Team was also well represented by our class. Florence
Somers played center and Donna Burns, forward, on the first team. Ruth Ramsey
and Mabel Stormont were "defenders of the ball" on the second team.
But playing basket ball was not our greatest •accomplishment by any means.
As evidenced in the class rooms we spent much time in study, for members of our
class have long been "old stand-bys" of the professors in several of the various
classes, and in last year's Bible Reading Contest, Miss Somers won first place.
Then, to educate us in the higher arts and to help us pass away our leisure
hours, we can call upon our two musicians, Irma Creswell, who has taken music
at the College for several years, and Mary Chesnut, who, before coming to Cedar-
ville, attended Forest Park University, St. Louis, where she took a music course for
two years.
These then are some of our good qualities. There are others, too, and when
the Juniors get together there is always "something doing". Whether it is in
the winter months, when the fire burns merrily and the Chesnuts are sputtering
on the hearth, or in the happy Somer-time, that they meet together, the Juniors
of 1917 are sure to have a jolly evening, and one worthy of such an illustrious class.
Mabel Stormont, '17.
34
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JOHN W. COLLINS
Born Cedarville, 0., Dec. 1, '95. Grad-
uated Clifton H. S., 1912; Philo; Basket
Ball '12-'16; Psesident of the Class.
"Firm and resolved by sterling worth to
gain love and respect, thou shalt not strive
in vain."
MARY CHESNUT
Born, Coulterville, Ill., Nov. 3, '93.
Graduated from High School 1912. For-
est Park University, St. Louis, Mo., '13-
'15. Secretary of the Class.
"One who says little but takes in every-
thing".
PAUL H. CRESWELL
Born, Cedarville, Ohio., May 4, '95.
Morgan School, Fayetteville, Tenn., 1911.
Philosophic. Base Ball '12, '13, '14, '16;
Football '12, '13; Basket Ball '12-'13;
Mgr. '13 '14, '15, '16. Member of the
Minstrel Club 1916.
"He was a wonder and nothing less."
35
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RUTH RAMSEY
Born, Cedarville, 0., Sept. 6, '95.
Graduated from C. H. S. '13. Philos-
ophic.
"Her winning smile and her gleeful glance
Shed around her a lovely grace."
MABEL STORMONT
Born, Cedarville, 0., Jan. 8 '96. Grad-
uated C. II. S. '13. Philosophic. Girls'
Basket Ball '14, '15.
"Happy am I, from care I am free
Why aren't all content like me?"
•
DONNA BURNS.
Born, Cedarville, 0., March 21, '94.
Graduate C. H. S. '12. Philosophic.
Girls' Basket Ball '14-'15, '15-'16. Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet.
"A girl who doesn't wear her heart on
her sleeve but her friends know it is true
blue."
36
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IRMA CRESWELL
Born, Cedarville, 0., Aug. 4, '94.
Graduated C. H. S. '13. Philosophic.
"Nothing reserved or sullen was to see,
But sweet regards."
FLORENCE SOMERS
Born, Republic, 0., June 13, '93.
Graduated R. H. S. '11. Philosophic.
Girls' Basket Ball '14-'15; '15-'16.
"She doeth all things well."
LOGAN ABNER WAITS
Born, Williamsburg, 0., Sept. 24, '89,
Graduated from Mt. Oreb H. S. '08.
Miami University '08, '14, Ada '09,
Wooster '15 Summer School.
37
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Soph'istry
16
D
URING the month of September 1914 the doors of Cedarville College were opened to greet
former students and to welcome the twenty-one who were entering for the first time. Of
course the upper class men tried their usual initiations but we were able to take our own
part and have our good times.
In the fall of 1915 on the opening day of college fifteen of last year's Freshmen returned
and three more were glad to join the ranks and claim their rights as Sophomores. Now we are eighteen,
the largest Sophomore class in the history of the college. Of the six that left our midst, the two girls
are at home learning the duties of farmers daughters. One of the boys is "down on the farm ", one is in
Westminster College, another in Indiana University, and the other is in Ohio University at Athens.
Among our number there are musicians, orators, artists, athletes, logicians, mathematicians and
theologians. We claim four members of the girls' basket ball team, three of the boys' team, the captain
of both teams and the manager of the girls' team. December 3rd. opened the 1915-16 basket ball sea-
son with a double header between sophs. and the other three classes. We were defeated by a score of
39-33. In compliance with the terms of the challenge we the losing class were to entertain the winning
classes with a feed. After that supper the boys could not but say: We have "some" cooks in our class.
We have reason to believe that we have orators in our class. In the preliminary contest Cameron
McClure won first place and William Collins second place. Later the winner in the preliminary con-
test won third place in the State contest held at Baldwin Wallace college. If space would permit we
could write for hours telling of the qualities and characteristics of the class of '18. But we want you
to know us not only as a class but as individuals.
William Collins."Bill's our president and a worthy one too, because of his ability for management.
If you want to know how to make candy, just ask him.
Helen Oglesbee. "Polly" is our secretary and musician. She is often stopped in the hall before
an entertainment, and then you see her with a radiant smile.
Marie Little and Alta Graham are the "lights" of our class. Marie is a capable girl with wide
experience which she expects to make use of next year in teaching. Alta never worries about anything.
She is usually in a good humor and is ready to go when she hears of a spread.
James Chesnut. "Jim" devotes some of his time to chapel and corridor tete-a-tetes. He has many
good qualities and is a lively cheer leader.
Emery Hoskinson. "Hosky" is a science student. This year he is taking Physics, Chemistry
and Biology in addition to Math and English.
Robert Hutchinson. "Bob" spends most of his time in the country, so we know very little about
him.
Olive Northup. "Midget" is the smallest in the class but what she lacks in quantity she makes up
in quality.
Anna Collins. "Ann" is our defender. She is always ready to protect herself and she sometimes
even helps to defend the boys' basket ball team.
Lawrence Kennon. "Tom's" characteristic quiet manner and steadiness promises his sure success.
He is the president of the Philo Literary Society.
Ethel McCampbell. "Mac" even tho she lives in the country is never late to school and consequent-
ly there is one rule she never breaks.
Walter Boase. "Bill" is a quiet good natured fellow. He has not yet decided whether to become
a grocer or a cornetist.
Irene Wright. "Burk" enters into both work and play with vim. We will long remember our
jolly Irene.
Cameron McClure. "Cam" has forgotten his fear of the fair sex. His daily training is qualifying
him for his chosen profession.
Mildred Corry. "Mil's" thots are often at Lane Seminary but she is a friend to every one at
C. C.
David Doherty. "Dave" is the artist of our Cedrus. He has made his life choice as far as pro-
fession is concerned, the ministry.
Last on the roll is Jean the class annalist.
40
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Freshman Class History
IT is not my design to extol to the skies the virtues of this class, whose historyI am about to relate. For if I should say that the class of '19 was composed
of the brightest constellation of intellects ever seen under one canvas, or em-
braced a combination of wit and wisdom which threatens to surprise the world
(however true this may be) it might not be received in the spirit intended and might
result in producing among its intellectual lights self pride worthy of a Sophomore.
So I shall merely say that we delight to recall that fourteenth day of September
in the fall of 1915 when twenty-three vivacious Freshmen and three promising
Preps were made at home in Cedarville College.
We have been associated together only for a short time, but during that time
we have learned to love and honor each other. Our social intercourse has been
most pleasant and when it comes to having spreads the Freshies cannot be beaten.
Oh, yes, we generally had some trailers as you will learn from the remark made by
one of the upper classmen after he had a very touching experience at one of our
spreads. When asked by a lady, if he were an educated person, he replied "yes
mum, I am a good roads scholar."
We were noted for our kind hospitality shown to these visitors, but when
the time came for our departure, we would far rather see the other fellow hoof it
than share with him our most comfortable "limousine." You see the fun has turned
to us and we are still anxiously awaiting their swift attention.
Since we like our class the best
We'll tell you so,
Since we'd have her lead the rest
We'll help her grow.
When there's anything to do
We'll be there to push with you
And feel bully when it's thru,
Don't you know.
For old C. C. we'll ever stand,
She's our style;
And shout her fame from strand to strand
All the while.
We're a jolly twenty-three
We drink our tea in mirth and glee
And shout and yell for old C. C.
All the while.
H. S.
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Cedar Day
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'['HER colleges have their Flag Day and their May Days, but Cedarville
college has her Cedar Day. It is an institution peculiar to Cedarville College.
The students regard Cedar Day as the annual college holiday when the
student body is at home to the entire community. The faculty regard
Cedar Day as the day of all the year when the community and the college get very
close together thru wholesome fun and pleasure and over the festive board. The
people of the community regard Cedar Day much as they regard the fourth
of July. It is a general holiday and it is gratifying to see business houses closed,
farm work abandoned., baskets filled and the whole family—and all the families—
coming to spend the day on the college campus.
Cedar Day in 1915 was the biggest and best yet: Very much of its success may
be attributed to the fact that the weather conditions were ideal for carrying out
the program as previously arranged. The attendance was the largest and most
enthusiastic, the "stunts" were interesting and original. The crowning of the
May Queen and the May Pole dance in her honor were most pleasing. The basket
dinner was—well, what shall we say except that it was very satisfying. As the
visitors were assembling in front of College Hall at nine thirty to witness the
"stunts"; busy changes in the appearance of the usually good looking Seniors
were taking place in the laboratory, and mysterious faces from time to time peered
from the windows. But the explanation was made when five cannibals with knives
and clubs as weapons emerged from College Hall and hid in the grass and behind
the trees to await the white missionary who was scheduled to pass that way. In
a few moments he appeared and the attack was made, but of course he escaped
by means of his trusty air ship, "the Burns Ford" and thus secured his "Safety
First." Altho the Juniors called their stunt "The Dance of Demons" it was in
reality the stately minuet as danced by our grandfathers and grandmothers, in
costumes appropriate to the dance. The Juniors acquitted themselves well but
perhaps "Miss" Wm. Allen Hastings deserves special mention. In a very real
and convincing way the sophomores demonstrated in "Only a Dream" the effect
of the college upon the community in which it is located. C. C. was represented
as being compelled to seek another location on account of lack of support, and
upon her removal from Cedarville, the young people of the town began to transfer
their interest from ideals which were uplifting to those which were degrading.
Of course the College was restored to Cedarville as her own "Cedarville College".
It was indeed a "Short time in Sing Sing Prison" for the Freshmen,—but even
then they were heard as they noisily executed "Tipperary" on their human pipe
organ. Typical of the purpose of the Young Men's Christian Association in C. C.
the devil met "His Waterloo" when he was chased off the campus. And the
faculty stunt: "What is It? Were'nt you surprised? So were we."
45
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But the most delightful event of the morning was the Crowning of the May
Queen and the May Pole Dance that followed. To the beautiful strains of music
led by the College Orchestra, the queen, Miss Mildred Corry, marched to the throne
arranged among the cedars on the campus. She was preceded by the little crown
bearer and four little girls carrying garlands of flowers; and was followed by her
attendants and the twenty-four dancers. As she reached her throne and her fol-
lowers gathered about her, the retiring queen, Miss Mary Bird, crowned her
Queen of the May. The dancers courtesied, took their places around the Pole
and the "merry pulse of feet began". The young men in white and the young
women in rainbow colors formed a most beautiful spectacle as they danced "The
May Pole Dance" on the college green.
At twelve o'clock the basket dinner was served at the Alford Memorial.
Under the supervision of the Women's Advisory Board of the College, and the
efficient service given by the waiters and waitresses of the Freshman class, the guests
enjoyed the dinner to the fullest. Mr. Merle Rife delivered an excellent Cedar
Day Oration. Songs, yells and speeches followed until it was necessary to adjourn
to attend the baseball game on the campus grounds between Cedarville College
and the Jamestown Independents, which resulted in a victory for the home team.
Cedar Night was celebrated equally as well as Cedar Day, when the students
gave an entertainment in the Opera House. The proceeds were given to the
Women's Advisory Board to be used in beautifying College Hall and as a token
of the students' appreciation of what the Board had already done along this line.
A pleasing little farce "A False Alarm", was presented, followed by a program of
readings, solos, and quartette selections. The program closed with a splendid
chorus of twenty-five voices. Surely Cedar Night formed a fitting close to Cedar
Day and the pleasant memories of the most delightful day in May, 1915, will linger
with the College and the people of the community for many years, to be supple-
mented by the pleasures of each succeeding Cedar Day. PROF. CRESWELL.
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The Summer School
16
THE Cedarville College Summer School startled the world wearied withennui by springing full-armored from the head of Professor Wright inthe year of our Lord nineteen hundred and fifteen.
It was really the first event in the administration of the new President, Dr.
McChesney, and a most auspicious beginning it constituted, proving conclusively
the consummate tact and ability of the new executive of the institution.
Elaborate preparations for the opening of the summer term had been carefully
made. Professor Wright had compiled a list of four hundred and seventeen rooms,
all at seventy-five cents per week, "including light, care, and parlor privileges!"
The Dean, becoming excited over the overwhelming hordes of summer schoolers
whom he saw rushing in (in his vivid imagination), sent out an emergency call
asking for eight hundred more instructors. Only ten teachers responded to the
offers of munificent salary held out, and appeared upon the scene of their future
conflict, prepared to conquer or to give up in the attempt.
And such a bunch! There was Waits, the soldier, the lawyer, the orator,
the philosopher, the scholar, the educator, the argufier, and there was Byron
Lytle, the famous athlete, the enthusiastic "booster." Damon and Pythias,
David and Jonathan, Laelius and Scipio, never so exemplified the principles of
true friendship as did these two, Lytle and Waits! Then there was Miss Clarke,
the beautiful, the accomplished, the breaker of hearts, and of long established
"cases." Next came Miss Wolf, the Student; Miss McCance, the prima donna;
Miss Jackson, the classical scholar; Mahaffey, the singist; Wheeler, whose merits
called forth the encomium from one of the fairest of the fair (who by the way, had
failed to get a beau), "There's only one man up there that I'd have, and he's
married!" Neff, the Silent, the distinguished historian, and Josh Billings, the
great humorist from Adams County, conclude the list of the Cedarville Immortals..
But what life and spirit this upper Ten put into Cedarville's first summer session
can never be told until the veil of mystery and death is unrolled on the other side
of the Great River—Massie's Creek.
Time indeed would fail us to tell of many another whose wise and witty say-
ings and deeds of bravado •and renown, at chicken roasts, marshmallow toasts,
receptions, parties, watermelon rollings, spreads, picnics, and all sorts of doings,
• added spice to the long days of labor and hard nights of study. Their name is
Legion, and their rewards do follow them.
And in spite of all the mischief and fun, what loads of work were done and
safely stored away in the barns and corner• • • ce it to say that
in many a breast the prospect of another is all that keeps
hope alive! Fond memories cling to the summer past. All hail to the summer yet
to be! PROF. ALLEN
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MUSIC STUDENTS
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Women's Advisory Board
T
HE Women's Advisory Board, just six years old, is in its youth. Yet in the few years of its activ-
ity, it has done much to improve the interior of College Hall. The boys and girls' rest rooms
and the music room were refurnished, repainted, carpeted, and ornamented in previous
years so as to give beauty, attractiveness, and comfort such as may be found in our best
homes. During this year the chapel was carpeted, seats revarnished, and the walls and
ceiling frescoed. These improvements have not only called for the careful thought but have cost
the laborious efforts of the Board, which, however, was given most cheerfully. This, too, is only a
beginning; for the Board has other splendid plans which they expect to put into effect in the near future.
In addition to the direct work of the Board for the College, its efforts and enthusiasm have aroused
a most helpful interest and sentiment for the College throughout the entire community. The Board
has justified its reorganization and continuance. It is essential to the welfare of Cedarville College.
54
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Cedarville College Library
ONE of the greatest assets of any college is its library. This fact was earlyrealized by the faculty of Cedarville College. And in the fall of 1895,Dr. McChesney made an appeal to the congregations of the Reformed
Presbyterian Church for contributions to a library. In answer to this appeal
over two hundred volumes were donated, and a number of the leading periodicals
and magazines were provided for the reading tables. For a number of years the
present chemistry recitation room was used for a library and managed jointly by
faculty and students.
Such an arrangement only partially met the needs of the students. During
the holiday season of 1905, thru the efforts of Dr. David McKinney and Hon.
Whitelaw Reid, Andrew Carnegie offered Cedarville College a gift equal to the sum
it could raise for an endowment. Twelve thousand dollars were secured within
one year, and the present building was completed in the fall of 1908. Arrange-
ments were made with the township for a union library, and about five thousand
volumes are now found on its shelves, while many of the leading periodicals and
magazines are found on its reading tables. The shelves will hold seventeen thou-
sand volumes, and books are being added every year.
Space forbids telling of the activities in the library; for, besides the reading
rooms, there are reception rooms, domestic science rooms, a physics laboratory,
a seminary: room and librarian's office and the president's room. It has meant
and abes mean a great, deal to the students as well as to outside patrons, and its
outlook is very encouraging.
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Reformed Presbyterian Church
FOREIGN _MISSIONS 1-IOM E MISSIONS
THE Reformed Presbyterian Church looks to Cedarville College for Mis-sionaries. There is work to be done in the Home Field and also in theForeign.
Miss Martha Ramsey has done splendid work for Home Misssions in
Los Angeles; the Rev. Wm. Waide is our pioneer American Missionary in India.
Both of them are graduates of Cedarville College.
Mr. R. N. Colman, Jr., one of our College students, has offered himself to the
Board of Foreign Missions for service in India, and there are others who have de-
cided for this as their life work, but have not yet publicly offered themselves.
Since last year death has removed Dr. R. P. Gorbold, a Cedarville graduate,
and a Missionary to Japan in the service of the Presbyterian Church. The mes-
sage to Cedarville College under this impressive providence is, Who will take
Raymond Porter Gorbold's place?
Please communicate with the Board of Foreign Missions of the Reformed
Presbyterian Church.
57
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The Orange and Blue
By HERBERT N. BRADFORD
Blue, that's as deep as the Heaven's blue;
Orange with the tint of the rainbow's glow
Blend in a harmony that's true,
Fresh and crisp as the morning's dew.
High in the breeze they softly blow—
Whisper as the moments go:
Blue, blue, true blue,
And orange kissed by the sun.
Old C. C.'s colors tried and true,
And dear to everyone.
Symbols of friendship, truth, and cheer.
Emblems of our faith and love.
Fondest ties that draw us near
With a bond that's ever dear.
Standards toward which we move
Seem to whisper there above:
Blue, blue, true blue,
And orange kissed by the sun.
Old C. C.'s colors tried and true,
And dear to everyone.
Orange, in reverence hold its glow.
Blue, and cherish it forsooth.
'Neath its banner boldly go,
Armed and ready for the foe.
Conquering by its might and truth.
Listening as it calls to youth:
Blue, blue, true blue,
And orange kissed by the sun.
Old C. C.'s colors tried and true,
And dear to everyone.
59
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Y. M. C. A. Staff
F
OREMOST among the organizations of college life stands the Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion, whose social benefits, moral influence and religious training have imprinted in the lives
of its workers the worthy principles of Christianity together with a zealous inspiration of mis-
sionary service. From the beginning of this association in 1906 until the present time it
has helped to prepare the young men of Cedarville for a larger life, and has even led some into
the ministerial and missionary fields. Mr. Waide, who was one of its organizers, is now a Reformed
Presbyterian missionary to India, and Professor Lai:ming, who was for four years an enthusiastic sup-
porter, sailed in 1914 for China, where he is doing excellent work.
The year 1915-16 has been one of marked growth both in membership and interest. Our weekly
meetings have been characterized from time to time by some excellent addresses. Rev. Maurice Ruben,
Supt. of the New Covenant Mission of Pittsburg, gave us a very interesting talk on the Jew vs. Christi-
anity. Dr. McChesney and Dr. Chesnut have given us several helpful messages.
On Feb. end. all the men of the college were entertained by the Y. M. C. A. The evening was
enjoyed by means of games, toasts and a social good time. Plans were also laid for future work and a
written constitution drafted.
On March fourth Lawrence Kennon, our new president, went to theSta te Conference at Columbus,
The convention was a grand inspiration, and Mr. Kennon returned full of enthusiasm for promoting
the interests of our association. May the present be only a beginning of a wider field for Christian
work in the years which are to come.
H. C. Mc.
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Y. W. C. A.
T
HE Young Women's Christian Association of Cedarville College received its charter from the
National Young Women's Christian Association during the year 1910. For six years it has
been an influence for good among the girls of the college. Altho its membership is compari-
tively small, it has a deep abiding spirit and we are sure all would be loath to give it up.
The year 1916 has been noteworthy for one reason especially. Being a branch of the National
Association, we dedicated the month of February to the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the
organization. Not only were our prayer meetings devoted to a review of association work, but on the
.22nd. of February, we celebrated the birthday of the association. During the afternoon the mothers
of the college were entertained. A little program of music, sketches of Y. W. C. A. work and an ad-
dress by Miss Maude Corbett, our county secretary, were given; after which tea was served to the ladies.
In the evening the Alumni and High School girls were entertained in an informal manner. During the
evening with the assistance of Miss Corbett an organization was effected among the high School girls.
Another interesting feature was the money raised for our missionaries, Prof. and Mrs. R. A. Lanning;
to be used in connection with their school in China. The girls had each invested at quarter during the
summer months from which was realized over forty dollars.
The girls are interested in the work, and it is with much appreciation that we look to those who were
instrumental in organizing the association in the college and commenced a work which we trust will
reap abundant blessings as the years roll on, both for the girls and college of which it forms a part.
M. D. C.
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PHILOSOPHIC HALL
Philosophic Literary Society
W
ANT of time and lack of space prevents us from telling of the past achievements of the Philos-
ophic Literary Society. But a brief account of the work of the society for this year will
give you a faint idea of what it means to be a member of this society.
This year marked a great change in the constitution of the society: hitherto it had
been under the direct control of the faculty. This year the faculty ceased to direct but
gave the society the privilege of conducting its own affairs. Immediately at the beginning of the col-
lege year the society met and drafted such a constitution as was thot would best suit the needs of the
society. Following the revision of the constitution a banquet was given to the students, faculty and
alumni.
The next Monday night the society gave its first program, and at the business meeting which fol-
lowed the program twenty new students were received as members of the society. These have heartily
and earnestly joined in the performance of the duties which have been imposed upon them. Good
programs have been given almost every two weeks thruout the year, closing with two special programs,
one consisting of a play, the other of an alumni program.
These constitute the principal events of the society year, and to all we extend a hearty welcome
to visit us at any time and to remind you that
You can make your time worth while
If your aims and your ambitions
Take the Philosphic style. F. E. S.
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PIGLO HALL
Philo Society
0 NCE more our constitution has been radically changed by action of the Faculty, and once more
we have recovered from the shock and come forth a better and more purposeful society.
The change referred to was the abolition of compulsory literary performance. As
might have been expected, quite a few have dropped out of the society as a result of this ac-
tion. But instead of weakening the society it has strengthened it. Those who have left
us are of course individuals who took little or no interest in the society, and were in fact a clog to progres-
sive action. With their removal only those are left who wish to profit by the exercises. Tho there was
a loss in quantity, there was a rise in average quality. Pardon us for patting ourselves on the posterior
expanse of our cephalic epidermis; but we think we have the best programs that any literary society
has given in Cedarville College for several years. We have in a definite and united manner taken Up
a line of work which cannot but prove of educational and cultural value, the study of a number of poets
of England and America. The first program was devoted to Kipling, the next to Tennyson, and so on.
We purpose to study the poets of Ohio some time in the near future, and then perhaps the poets of Greene
county. The programs already given have been attended by closely packed audiences.
Our aim has been, and is, to make each program better than the one before. Ed.
67
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This World of Ours
What a queer old seething world
Full of sorrow and of strife,
As each DAY is onward hurled,
And each LITTLE care runs RIFE.
Like the warbling of a BIRD
In the CHESNUT trees o'erhead
Flows each life.
So we GRANT each fleeting hour
Full allegiance to the WRIGHT.
So we seek for every power,
And we JURKAT with our might.
When the SUMMER skies Blume,
All is bright.
When the harvest is all waiting
And the CORNWELL started too.
When the humming birds are mating
And old nature FOSTERS you;
And for HOLLIDAYs repining
Long and true.
When the MILLER softly wings
Round about on every side.
And the gold-SMITH joyfully sings
As he fashions in his pride.
Then we marvel at this earth
With its WAITS of pain not mirth
On every side.
68
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Basket Ball Season of 1915-16
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Individual Score
Name of Player
Wm. Collins, Capt. G. *3 11 8 10 5 2*5 4 4 3 13 7
*7 82
J. Chesnut, F. 12 4 3 * * 2 *6 4 * 26 * * 8 65
McClure, F. *4 *11 *12 *6 *10 *4 * *8 *2 * * 2 61
J. Collins, C. 6 10 4 14 4 6*18 16 12 10 4 48 14 4 30 *4 204
P.H Creswell, F. 4 8 15 8 6 8 12 9 9 14 8 28 15 10 7 18 *12 191
0. Cornwell, G. 2 16 2 6 * 18 12 56
Tom Kennon, G. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 2 8 2 33
Cedarville's Score 17 43 33 36 28 30 40 19 43 41 31 19122 43 24 14 81 32 693
Opponents Score 21 40 51 23 311 74 21 241 18 30 391 43 21 17 14 26 33 33 559
*Players did not play full game.
SINCE Basket Ball is the leading sport 
among small colleges, it was the main
topic at the beginning of school last fall; and the many interested students
and supporters in the vicinity cussed and discussed the many possibilities
and impossibilities from which the team should be framed.
With William Collins elected to the captaincy, practice was commenced in
earnest about the middle of November; and for several weeks the captain was
unable to pick five men that could win two practice games in succession, so evenly
was the talent matched. Finally the practice of signals was begun and a squad
was picked to open the season with Antioch College. The loss of the opening game
was a big disappointment not only to the team, but also to their many supporters.
But this was only one of several close scored games played during the season.
This game was followed by the Jamestown game which C. C. won 43-30.
It was one of the fastest and prettiest games ever seen in Cedarville. The improve-
ment over the preceding week was remarkable. A change in the line-up resulted
in the trading of positions by W. Collins and Creswell, which seemed to help in
many ways, and from then on the following team represented Cedarville College:-
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Chesnut or McClure Right Forward
Creswell Left Forward
J. Collins Center
W. Collins or Cornwell Right Guard
Kennon Left Guard
Soon after the holidays the team took a trip thru the northern and eastern
sections of the state, first meeting the St. Ignatius school of Cleveland, which had
the best team in Cleveland, if not in the state. The game was lost by the score
of 74-30. The only thing remarkable about the game was that the 30 points
was the most scored against them by any team this season. The following night
Cedarville won over Ashland College by the score of 41-30 in a very well played
game. The next evening they lost to West Lafayette College 24-19 (Reason
Eighteen fouls were called on Cedarville.) The tireless athletes journeyed back
to Columbus, where they met and defeated the famous team representing the Ohio
State institution for deaf-mutes. The first and only time in the history of the
college that we have defeated this team. The score was 43-18. The boys thoroly
enjoyed every minute of the trip, even tho W. Collins lost a five spot and P. H.
lost an overcoat.
On the 21st of January Cedarville met and defeated the fast New Straitsville
Cubs in the fastest game staged on the local floor this season. With the reputa-
tion gained from years playing together, during which time the Cubs developed
a machine which claimed the world's championship in 1914, Cedarville was ex-
pected to play a losing game, but the team played the best brand of ball shown
this year and won 41-30. The first half ended 14-15 in favor of the Cubs. Chesnut
replaced McClure, and by every player playing brilliant ball and making star shots
the game was put on the "won" - side of the Cedarville scorebook. This also
marked the appearance of Cornwell as guard, Kennon, the regular being a grippe
victim. He allowed one basket as well as scoring one himself and playing a great
floor game.
Toward the last of the season the team seemed to go back a little and lost
two close games to Wilmington. Against Bellbrook Cedarville ran up a freak
score of 122-21, J. Collins alone scoring 24 field goals.
The prospects for next year are the brightest in the history of the college.
All the squad will be back together with one or probably two from previous teams,
and the new talent from the high schools, which should be something above the
ordinary.
The team wishes to thank their patrons who supported them this year and also
the second team and the High School team which afforded the team so much prac-
tice: also the referee Mr. S. F. Creswell and the Official Scorer, Mr. Earl Richards,
who very efficiently performed their respective duties. While the team has a
few regrets, it has no apologies, altho a more successful season is hoped for next year.
P. H. C.
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Oglesbee
Burns
Collins
Wright
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The Girls' Basket Ball Team
yOU may read in some of the old records 
that C. C. at one time had a girls'
basket ball team which won a state championship and that she has had
other teams which have had many hard battles with some opposing
forces. At once you will wonder, "was the team for 1915-16 such a one?"
No, speaking frankly, it was not. Somehow the centers never jumped quite high
enough nor were they quite swift enough, the guards were not quite speedy enough,
and the forwards never aimed just right. But they always did their best, took their
defeats with a smile, and kept right on playing. For, 'Tis better to have played
and lost than never to have played at all.
And when it was all over they were glad that they had had the courage to stick
to it, for they had thereby earned enough to enable them to give a leap year party
for the boys, and did not have to avoid all the grocers in town until a sufficient
length of time had passed for them to save enough pennies from their postage
stamp allowance to pay the bills.
But down deep in their hearts they were hurt because they could not be state
champions.
So even though they could not guard or throw goals well enough to win a
championship in Basket Ball, they leave it to you whether they did not win one
along some other line.
Consider them carefully, and although some may be too stout and some too
slender; some too light some too dark to suit your fancy, yet do you not think
they could easily win a championshiip in a beauty contest? Yes? Then thank
you one and all, and their heartaches are all healed, for what daughter of Eve would
not prefer winning a beauty prize to a few basket ball games?
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E want others to know that we are not ashamed of our record. A college would scarcely
be recognized if it did not produce graduates. The first class is necessary if there is to be
a second or third. Those who finished the course of study and were graduated in 1897—
the first class—consider themselvesJortunate indeed. It is with a feeling of delight that we
write of the "dauntless and triumphant" seniors of '97. Our colors, "Black and White";
our motto, "What fools we mortals be"; and our yell, " Wo-oo-p '97" surely places us without a peer.
In looking over some old notes we find this concerning the class of '97; "Our class men rank first in
the class room; in the literary halls they are without a peer; on the athletic field unexcelled." The
tremendous start thus received in college has sent this class with great velocity and power on down
through the years, a mightly force for righteousness.
REV. RAYMOND PORTER GORBOLD, A. B., D. D.
It is with deep reverence that we make any attampt to write about
our dear classmate and friend Gorbold. Rev. Raymond Porter Gorbold,
D.D., stands at the head of the list; and we devoutly wait with bowed
heads in the presence of the only one who has "Crossed the Bar" and
received hs crown, and who is praising God in glory day and night.
And yet we must reminisce just a little. Who ever thot that Gorbold
would be a missionary? In fact who ever thot the he would finish the
college course?
He graduated in '97; attended Lane Seminary, Cincinnati, and was
graduated in 1902; at the suggestion of the Y.M.C.A. Student Volunteer
Movement he taught in the English Government Middle School in Japan
for two years; bacame a missionary under the care of the Presbyterian
church in Kioto, Japan, 1904; married Miss Mary Palmer of Parks-
ville, Missouri, a missionary located at Yamaguchi, Japan, April 7,
1905; received the degree of Doctor of Divinity from Cedarville College,
1912; died December 30, 1915.
Gorbold was a man of keen sympathy, rare thotfulness, unselfish,
with a zeal to help everyone. He really showed the missionary spirit.
Gorbold was "The live wire of Foreign Missions." His judgement of
men and affairs was quick and exact. He gave evidence of genuine devotion to Jesus Christ, and his
optimistic outlook on life was an inspiration to all. He was a godly man, his prayer life and testimony
were in true harmony, and his classmates and friends were gladdened to see him led step by step to higher
and greater things until he stood as one of the greatest regenerative powers in the Japanese Empire
in his generation. And why? Because the spirit of Christ had taken full possession of his life. His
life of service here is over, but his usefulness lives on, an inspiration to all.
REV. HOMER McMILLAN, A. B., D. D.
Mixed up in every scrap, a joiner of every organization in the col-
lege except the Philosophic Society, was Homer McMillan. Of course
it would be Homer McMillan and D. W. Spence who would become
Editors and Managers of the "Imago" which in years to come was to
be known as the "Cedrus." It was just like Homer to be first in every-
thing except recitation. He had the "ginger"; or, to be more up-to-date
in college circles, he had the "pep". The history of Homer cannot be told
in a few words. Only the briefest outline is attempted here. Perhaps
more than any other in the class, Homer's experience has been great and
varied. In the autumn of 1897 he entered Union Seminary, spending
one year there, and in connection with his Seminary course spending
one year in post-graduate work in Columbia University. Two years
he spent in the Reformed Seminary at New Brunswick, New Jersey,
graduating in the class of 1900; immediately entering upon the pastorate
of the Bogart Memorial Reformed Church, where he continued to serve
his Master for two years. Then he went to the Bethany Church of
Los Angeles, Cal., and was pastor there for two years; then became
pastor of the Presbyterian Church of Buford, Ga., where he remained
two years. In 1906 he was called by the General Assembly of the Pres-
byterian Church in the United States to the position of Associate Sec-
retary of the Executive Committee of Missions, and later elected to the posit' on of Co-ordinate Secretary
which he now holds, rendering splendid service to the church of the Lord Jesus Christ.
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He was married to Miss Mary Kitchen, June 12, 1900, and they have four children, two boys and
Iwo girls. He received the degree of Doctor of Divinity, June 1911, from Westminster College, Mo.
This is but a mere outline of a truly great life. For ten years, like Paul of old, he can say that he has
had "The care of the churches resting on him." The position he holds gives him a wonderful opportun-
ity to drop the message where it will do much good. Long may he serve Christ in this capacity where
the doors of opportunity are constantly opening.
PROF. CALVIN CRAWFORD MORTON, PH. B.
The history would not be complete without Cal's name; but as
far as that is concerned, neither would the history of the college nor
the town be quite finished without it. Cal is the only one of the class
that stayed at home after graduation and has been looking after the
"stuff".
Looking thru some old papers we find that his favorite resort was
behind the bat. Cal didn't enter the ministry and become a pulpit
pounder like the rest of his class, but he did enter the teaching profession
and has lifted it and made it better; and who knows the number of lives
he has influenced for the better? What a wonderful field a teacher oc-
cupies after all. Listen to his record as recounted by the scribe: At-
tended Summer School at Wooster, one summer; was married to Miss
Clara Townsley December 24, 1901; one little girl has been born to
bless their home, and she is a candidate for Cedarville College—Hurrah;
taught four years in rural school, followed by two years teaching in the
Grammar school at Clifton; then three years in the Grammar school
at Cedarville; and for the past nine years has held the position of Princi-
pal of the Cedarville High School.
Cal has stayed around his own home and has made good. The rest
of us have gone out to other places. Maybe we could not have attained
even a small recognition had we remained near our old college home. Perhaps the prophet spoke truer
words than he thot when he spoke of Cal's favorite resort "behind the bat." The rest of the class have
become fielders, but Cal has done excellent service at the home plate. We take our hats off to the one
in the class who has entered the teaching profession and performed his work so well. Long may he live
and long may he teach, and in it have all the satisfaction that he is doing good.
REV. JOHN WILSON BICKETT, A. B., A. M., D. D.
The first name in the college catalogue under the list of graduates
is the one that heads this article. There is something unique in belong-
ing to the first class of this noted and worthy institution, but there is
also a distinction in being the first mentioned in the list of Alumni. Of
course it is not the fault of the others that their names begin with a
letter farther down the alphabet, for no child has the right of choice.
However, this honor belongs to "Bickett" as long as Cedarville College
exists. Just two things stand out prominently in his college life: his
fad which was a moustache, and his favorite occupation which was
"driving ten thousand miles," according to the seer of old.
In the autumn of '97 he entered Xenia Seminary, from which he
was graduated in April 1900; licensed to preach, May, 1899; ordained
September 1900. Immediately upon graduation, he entered upon the
pastorate of the Greenfield United Presbyterian church. He had
charge of this congregation during his last year in the Seminary and
continued to be its pastor until August 31, 1902, when he accepted
the call of the Home Mission Board to the Mission church in Middle-
town, Ohio, September 1902, and continued there until February 1906.
He then accepted a call to the Kenton and Silver Creek United Presby-
terian churches, February 1906, and continued pastor until September
1912. He was called to the Second United Presbyterian church, at New Concord, Ohio, and commenced
the pastorate there September 191e which still continues. - He was Superintendent of Missions in
Sidney Presbytery for four years while pastor in Kenton. Now he holds a place as second member of
the Committee on Supplies in Muskingum Presbytery. He was founder and first president of the
Silver Creek Home Coming Chautauqua.
He received the Master's degree from Muskingum College, 1912, after two years' study, taking the
major work in Literature and minor in Sociology. The degree of Doctor of Divinity was bestowed by
Cedarville College in 1915.
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Located in a college center, he has a splendid opportunity to help to mold hundreds of lives in
college circles, many of whom go out in Christian service into all parts of the earth.
Bickett was married to Miss Leoti Fullerton Watt, Greenfield, Ohio, a graduate o 1901 class, Mus-
kingum College, December 31, 1902. They have three daughters who expect to take part of their edu-
cation in Cedarville.
REV. JOHN ALVIN ORR, A. B., A. M.
Little do we know what lies in the future. If some one could have
stood on the mountain top and prophesied the wonderful power this
member of the old class of '97 would wield, perhaps some might have
dout. ted the validity of the prophecy. Wonderful opportunities are
o:,en to those who are willing. It is not an easy task to write the biog-
raphy of the truly great; all that we will try to do will be to pick out
a few things here and there in the life of Orr.
A higher hand controls life and destinies otherwise than we some-
times plan. And so instead of entering a Medical Schoot in the autumn
of '97, Orr entered the Reformed Presbyterian Seminary in Philadelphia
under the saintly teacher of blessed memory, Dr. David Steele, and
continued there until the holidays of 1900. At the same time he entered
the Senior class of the University of Pennsylvania and was graduated
in '98. After two years of post-graduate in the same institution he
received the Master's Degree. He completed his theological course in
the United Presbyterian Seminary in Pittsburgh, 1901. He was the pastor
of the Norris Square United Presbyterian church, Philadelphia, 1901-13.
He accepted a call to the First United Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, in November 1913,and continues its efficient pastor. Since
his pastorate in Pittsburgh commenced the membership has increased from four to seven hundred.
Among the many things of a busy pastor that concern him, is the building of the community house
contiguous to the church, for community service, the object of which is to lead peor_ le to personal fellow-
ship with Christ. The building will cost about 8300.000 and will be endowed; having a corps of ten or
twelve workers. Many have been blessed by his preaching and no doubt in years to come greater
things are in store for him.
Orr was married to Miss Imo Jean Roadarmer, June 4, 1902, in Denver, Colorado. They have
four children.
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RECIOUS packages come in small bundles. The class of '98 numbers only two, but both are
men of the true type and most worthy sons of their alma mater. They have thrown their
lives fully and devotedly into the service of humanity and the results prove that real service
brings true greatness.
JAMES M. McQUILKIN
Rev. James M. McQuilkin graduated from Cedarville College in
1898. The same fall he entered the Reformed Presbyterian Theological
Seminary of Philadelphia where he spent three years. He then spent
one year in McCormick Theological Seminary of Chicago from which
institution he graduated in May 1902.
The same month he was ordained and installed as pastor of the First
United Presbyterian church of Chicago.
In June of 1902 Rev. McQuilkin was united in marriage with Miss
Irene May Smiley of Marissa, Illinois. To them were born two children
the eldest of whom is deceased. Francis Smiley McQuilkin was born
May 24, 1908.
Mr. McQuilkin served six and a half years in the First Church,
Chicago, which grew under his ministry from 175 members to a church
of 430 members. In October of 1908 he removed to Carnegie, Pa.,
where he has since been pastor of the First United Presbyterian church
which has grown under his ministry from a membership of 450 to over
1000 members.
In both fields new church buildings were erected, the one at Carnegie
being one of the finest and best equipped of the denomination.
Mr. McQuilkin has served the church in various ways, among others serving five years on the
General Committee of Young People's Work.
He has served his Presbyteries in many offices, being now chairman of the Committee of Evangelism
in Monongahela Presbytery, which position he has filled for several years.
Mr. McQuilkin has been called upon for many addresses for conventions and conferences throughout
the church, principally in the interests of Young People, Men's Work and Evangelism.
As a preacher and pastor Rev. McQuilkin has reflected credit upon his Alma Mater as a result of
the instruction there given.
Mr. McQuilkin lives with his family at 46 Washington Ave. Carnegie, Pa.
ELMER A. ELDER
Dr. Elmer A. Elder graduated from Cedarville College in 1898.
For two years following graduation he taught in the public schools of
Clark County, Ohio
In the fall of 1900 he entered the medical school of the University
of Cincinnati, from which Institution he graduated in 1903.
At once he removed to Pueblo, Colorado, and spent eighteen months
as an interne in the St. Mary's Hospital of Pueblo.
Dr. Elder then opened offices for the general practice of Medicine
in Pueblo, and has enjoyed a growing and lucrative practice with the
confidence of the Medical fraternity and citizens of his city.
On December N, 1906, he was united in marriage with Miss Florence
Gray of Cincinnati. To them were born two children, George Madison
and Florence Elizabeth. Dr. Elder and his children were called upon to
mourn the loss of Mrs. Elder, March 15, 1915. With his children Dr.
Elder now lives at 211 West Orman Ave. His Offices are at 302-303
Central Block, Pueblo.
Dr. Elder is a member of the Pueblo County Medical Society, The
American Medical Association and the Colorado Medical Society.
He is also a member and Vice-President of the Pueblo Clinical and Pathological Society.
He was honored by his city as Health Commissioner for one term.
Dr. Elder is a member and trustee of the First Presbyterian church of Pueblo.
Dr. Elder is now just coming to his prime of life,and the success that has thus far been his bids fair
to continue and increase, and he will without a doubt in years to come be an Alumnus to whom his Alma
Mater may point with just pride.
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HE following autobiographies of a portion of the class of 1899 will convey pleasing information
to "old Grads" and others who were students at Cedarville College during the early days
of its history. Clara Belle Conner, now Mrs. Slonaker, of 1661 E. t 0th St. Los Angeles, Cal.;
Lida Duval Elder, now Mrs. Wendell M. Black, of Yellow Springs, Ohio; and Isabelle M.
Winter of Cedarville, Ohio, were also members of this class of the college. We had hoped to pre-
sent photographs of the members of this class, but the pictures did not arrive in time for us to get en-
gravings made and at the same time keep our contracts with the publishers.—Editor
MARY LITTLE
After graduation I taught one year in Muncie, Indiana. For ten years I was assistant to my father
in the City Treasurer's Office, Connersville, Indiana. For two years I was a stenographer and book-
keeper. For the last four years I have been at home. I have also done a great deal of work for a num-
ber of years as a Notary Public.
THOS. R. TURNER
After graduation from Cedarville in the spring of '99, I pursued a four years course in the Reformed
Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, Pa., graduating from that institution in the spring
of 1903. From the spring of 1903 to the fall of 1906 I was pastor of the Reformed Presbyterian Church
at Idaville, Indiana. From the fall of 1906 to the spring of 1910, of the Reformed Presbyterian Church
at Marissa, Illinois. From the spring of 1910 to the close of the year 1911, of the Presbyterian Church at
New Texas, Pa., Presbytery of Blairsville. From the beginning of 1911 to the present, of the Presby-
terian Church at Dravosburg, Pa., Presbytery of Pittsburgh.
I married Miss Jennie Morton, December 16, 1903. We have one child living, Brenton Reed
Turner, age 7, and one child dead, Robert Morton Turner.
CORNELIUS BRUCE COLLINS
Since leaving Cedarville I attended and graduated from Colorado State Normal School, Greely,
Colorado, in 1899-1900, with the degree of Bachelor of Pedagogy; in 1904-05 I took my degree of Master
of Pedagogy from the same school. The summers of 1909, 1913, and 1915 were spent in post-graduate
work at the University of California, and the summer of 1914 at the University of Southern California
I married Edith McMullen, of Bonanza, Colo., on Sept. 12, 1902, at Haganoy, Bulacan Province,
Philippine Islands. We have two children, one ten, the other eight.
Except for the time spent in school as a student I have been teaching steadily since December 1897,
when I began in a little sod school house on the prairie at Hartman, Nebraska, teaching in one room
country schools in Western Nebraska for fifteen months, and one year at Lucerne, Colo.
From 1901-04 I was in the Philippine Islands as teacher of English. In 1902 I was Acting Divi-
sion Superintendent of Masbate Province for five months, and in 1903 I was Principal of the Summer
Normal Institute in the same Province.
Since then I have held the following positions:
1905-06, Principal with two teachers and fifty pupils, at Center, Colo,
1906-07, Principal High School at Buena Vista, Colo., three teachers and fifty pupils.
1907-08, Superintendent of Schools at Buena Vista, Colo., six teachers and one hundred and fifty pupils.
1908-10, Principal Grammar School at Vacaville, California, six teachers and 160 pupils.
1910-16, In charge of schools at Needles, California, with five high school, two special, and ten grade
teachers, and some 430 pupils this year.
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JENNIE M. TURNER
I graduated from Cedarville College in the year 1899. The two years following I taught English
and History in Minneapolis Academy, Minneapolis, Minnesota. The next two years I taught Music
in the Public Schools of Cedarville and Cedarville Township. In 1903 I married Thos. R. Turner of
New York City. Since that time I have taken up the duties of a minister's' wife, a house-keeper, and
a mother. We now live in Dravosburg, Pennsylvania. We have one child, Brenton Reed Turner,
aged six; Robert Morton Turner, our first child, died of diptheria in January of 1908.
JAMES HERON
My post-graduate work consisted of three years Theological training in the Reformed Presbyterian
Seminary at Philadelphia, and one year in the Presbyterian Seminary at Princeton, N. J. While in
Princeton I took half of extra curriculum work in preparation for the degree of B. D., also half of work
required for the degrree of M. A. in Princeton University.
I was married in September 1908.
I am now pastor of the Presbyterian Church of New Carlisle, Province of Quebec, Canada.
After graduating from Princeton Seminary I became pastor of the Presbyterian Church at Port
Royal, Pa, continuing for two years. From 1905-07 I was engaged in Home Mission work in North
Dakota, under the home board of the Presbyterian Church. From 1907-09 I traveled in the British
Isles. From 1909-11 I was engaged in missionary work in Northern Iowa, still under the home board
of the Presbyterian Church. Next followed a pastorate of not quite two years at Reinbeck, Iowa, in
the United Presbyterian Church. In the summer of 191R I was received as a minister of the Presby-
terian Church in Canada. For nearly three years was pastor of the churches at Quoddy and Moser's
River, Halifax Presbytery. Next ensued a pastorate at Lawrencetown, twelve miles from Halifax
City, and on the R5th of January, 1916, I assumed charge of my present field at New Carlisle, Province
of Quebec, Dominion of Canada.
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1915-16
MARCH 18. For previous edition see 1915 Cedrus. The expected inspector fails to appear. Sopho-
more spread at Ramsey's.
MARCH 22. The R.P. Seminary goes to the Seminary Conference at Dayton.
MARCH es. Surprise 011 Donna Burns.
MARCH 9.5. College crowd entertained by Misses Eula and Irma Creswell.
MARCH 26. Rev. Alvin Orr in chapel. Gives a splendid talk on "The Self-Surrendered Life."
MARCH 29. The Cedrus Staff spend the whole night out of bed.
MARCH 31. R. J. Hill speaks in Y. M. Meeting. The 1915 Cedrus reaches its full stature about
12:30 A.M., April first.
APRIL 1. Everybody tries to fool everybody else. The 1915 Cedrus goes to press.
APRIL 2. High Schol Concert at Opera House.
APRIL 4. Easter Sabbath.
APRIL 5. Mail clerks in demand to address college circulars.
APRIL 6. The Upper Ten entertain at the College. A select few are entertained at Oglesbee's.
A party of four are entertained at Faris's.
APRIL 12. Entertainment given by the Apollo Concert Company in the Opera House.
APRIL 14. The State School Inspector examines C. C. and reports a favorable case.
APRIL 16. Annual pigtail day. Bible Reading Contest, Florence Somers, the winner.
APRIL 19. "Seepy" Ritchie entertains the debating class in Prof. Allen's absence.
APRIL 21. Cedrus proofs submitted for approval.
APRIL 22. Prof. McChesney given a bouquet (a real one) by the Bible Reading Contestants.
APRIL 28. Rev. McFarland of the Old Side R. P. Church leads devotionals.
APRIL 30. Sophomores and Juniors entertained at Ramsey's by Ruth and Paul.
MAY 3. Sophomores chase supposed house-breakers up Main St. A short but sweet Sophomore
spread at Trouts.
MAY 5. Dr. McChesney addresses the Y. M.
MAY 6. Depredation on the Junior's crop of beans and onions in the Sophomore's flower-bed.
MAY 7. Senior picnic. Planned for Clifton; held in the College.
MAY 7. The Lusitania meets its fate.
MAY 11. The 1915 Cedrus comes to town.
MAY 12. Practice and practice and then some more practice. Cedar Day near at hand.
MAY. 13. The 1915 Cedrus delivered to the Students.
MAY 14. Cedar Day. An auspicious morning. A memorable day. A grand success. About six
hundred present for dinner. The best yet.
MAY 15. The day after. House cleaning in order.
MAY 17. Settled back into earnest work. Prof. McChesney absent at Enon Valley, Pa.
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MAY 19. Revs. Gailey, Parks, and Whyte each leave helpful thots for the boys in the Y.M.C.A. The
club entertained by these same three members of General Synod. Sh! is, or isn't he a 'widower?
MAY N. Prof. McChesney called to Amelia, Ohio, to deliver a graduating address.
MAY 21. Members of General Synod visit the college. Mr. Savage compliments the students, especial-
ly the girls.
MAY S. Dr. Chesnut installed as pastor of the R. P. church of Cedarville. High School baccalaureate
sermon preached by Dr. Chesnut.
MAY N. Music Recital at the College. In charge of Mrs. Russell.
MAY 27. Prof. Allen makes a public declaration that he has recently become very much interested in
household economy and no longer needs to make dates. Some fond farewells said. High School
commencement.
MAY 28. More fond farewells. Juniors banquet the Seniors at the R. P. Church.
MAY 30. Dr. J. L. Chesnut preaches a Memorial sermon in the Opera House. Dr. David McKinney
preaches his last baccalaureate sermon as President of Cedarville College.
MAY 31. Class night. Seniors present the play, "Down in Maine."
JUNE 1. Faculty Reception. "A case of Suspense" by the Juniors, part of the evening's entertain-
ment.
JUNE 2. Second part of the Music Recital.
JUNE 3. Alumni Banquet. Dr. McKinney gives his farewell address to the alumni.
JUNE 4. Dr. McKinney, for the last time in the history of Cedarville College, gives diplomas to a
class of ten. Commencement address by Hon. S. D. Fess. The town quiets down.
JUNE 19. Summer School students begin to arrive.
JUNE 21. C. C.'s first summer session begins. Dr. Chesnut gives the opening address. Theme:
"Technical Training Necessary to Efficiency." About one hundred students enrolled.
JUNE e2. Registration completed. Real work begins.
JUNE 23. Recitations begin.
JUNE 2.5. One week of summer school completed.
JUNE 29. Fay Clark renders "The Other Wise Man" in chapel. Faculty reception at the Library in
the evening. Everybody gets acquainted with everybody else. Whyte gets a corner on the matri-
monial market.
JULY 5. Celebrates the fourth by having no school.
JULY 6. Waits tells very vividly, the story of "Enoch Arden."
JULY 7. Mr. George Siegler renders some vocal solos in chapel, among them "Golgotha." A
. number are storm-stayed at Yellow Springs Chautauqua.
JULY 8. Lytle endeavors to arouse some college spirit.
JULY 9. Reminiscences of Dr. Talmage by Dr. McChesney.
JULY 12. Genevieve Clark gives some readings.
JULY 13. Dr. J. S. Martin in chapel. The photographer tests his camera on the C. C. bunch.
JULY 14. Picnic at Clifton cliffs. "The Muskingum Merry-Makers." the attraction to Clifton.
JULY 16. Dr. H. C. Foster makes an address on the subject, "The Hand of God in American History."
JULY 17. Lawn fete under the auspices of the Cedarville Band.
JULY 19. Wiener roast at the cliffs.
JULY N. Miss Vera Andrew speaks on "The Fashions of the Elizabethan Age in England."
JULY 21. Waits recites some more from Kipling.
JULY 22. Miss Carrie Finney tells something of "The Great Inland Empire of our Country." Prof.
and Mrs. McChesney entertain at a lawn party.
JULY 23. Miss Mary Ervin talks temperance.
JULY N. Rev. Parks Jackson relates reminiscences of Whitelaw Reid's life.
JULY 27. Watermelon feed at the college.
JULY 28. R. J. Hill and Cameron Ross provide entertainment.
JULY 29. The last day of recitations. "fine hic factoque, quievit." Miss Alberta Creswell gives some
readings from Longfellow and Riley. College Chorus in the evening at the Opera House.
JULY 30. Final farewell. Townsley club presents Prof. McChesney with a bouquet of roses. Waits
exhibits his knowledge of Shakespeare. His motto, "Don't Wait." 1915 summer session of Cedar-
ville College unanimously voted a success.
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JULY 31. Fond and affectionate farewells. Cedarville quiets down for a brief rest.
SEPTEMBER 14. Young hopefuls reach Cedarville.
SEPTEMBER 15. College opens. Dr. Henry Becker of Dayton, gives opening address. Subject:
"How to use the Mind in Study."
SEPTEMBER 16. Recitations begin.
SEPTEMBER O. Literary Societies granted their Emancipation Proclamation by the Faculty.
SEPTEMBER 24. The Gavelyte receives its death sentence by verdict of the student body. Reformed
Presbyterian C. E. social.
SEPTEMBER 29. Birthday surprise party for Helen Oglesbee.
SEPTEMBER 30. Movement started to organize a College Orchestra. The movement soon runs down.
Philo Literary Reception.
Rev. McMichael in chapel. Subject: t'Fits, Misfits, and Unfits."
The ten o'clock closing rule explained and emphasized.
"Strength and Beauty of Character", Dr. Chesnut's theme for a cliapel talk.
Profs. McChesney and Allen both absent. Philosophic Literary Reception. The
ten o'clock narrowly escapes being violated a second time.
OCTOBER 11. Heard in the Extemporaneous class, "There'll be no more resurrections in Haiti"
OCTOBER 12. 1916 Cedrus Staff elected.
OCTOBER 14 Annual distribution of "College Rules and Regulations." Like the law of the Medes
and the Persians they alter not. "Dry banquet at the R. P. Church.
OCTOBER 15. Preparations for inauguration day begin.
Ocroamt 19. Rev. Johnston of the Presbyterian Mission in Camerun, Africa, gives an interesting
account of his work.
OCTOBER 22. Hutchinson reported as being yoked in double harness. The United Presbyterian
Y. P. C. U. entertains at home of Hugh Turnbull. The European war fought to the bitter (?) end.
OCTOBER 25. Dr. French E. Oliver and party conduct chapel services. "Can you let that pere-
grinate down thru the rocky declivities of your mentalities?"
OCTOBER 29. A number go to Xenia to hear Bryan talk "Ohio Dry." "The Farmer's Fall Festival,"
Hallowe'en party. A precipitous entrance into the joys of the evening.
OCTOBER 30. A Bastian Bros.' agent undertakes to take charge of the Senior Class.
NOVEMBER 1. State Y.M. Secretary, Johnson, drops in unexpectedly.
NOVEMBER 2. Election day. Exciting day.
NOVEMBER 3. Election returns. Cedarville dry. Ohio wet.
NOVEMBER 4. Basket Ball practice begins in earnest.
NOVEMBER 8. Songs and yells for inauguration day.
NOVEMBER 9. Eva Marshall Shontz gives a lecture on "Peace" in the U.P. Church.
NOVEMBER 11. Everybody busy preparing for the morrow.
NOVEMBER 12. Prof. McChesney formally inaugurated President of Cedarville College. Nine rahs
for McChesney.
NOVEMBER 15. Special prayer meeting for our new President.
NOVEMBER 16. Momentous question. "Which would you rather eat, worms or dirt?"
NOVEMBER 17. Dr. R. W. Nairn in chapel. Gives splendid talk on "Personal Work."
NOVEMBER 18. Miss Holliday's father makes a brief visit.
NOVEMBER 19. Dr. Johnston, President Emeritus of Geneva College visits us.
NOVEMBER 22. The Liberty Bell takes time to stop a few minutes in Cedarville on its way from San
Francisco to Philadelphia.
NOVEMBER R.3. Gorgeous array of paper pie plates strung up in the corridor in commemoration of
the chicken spread Nov. 11.
NOVEMBER M. Thanksgiving prayer meeting. The Y. M. and Y. W. Associations make twelve
needy families happy by giving each a good Thanksgiving dinner.
NOVEMBER 9,5. "My turkey, 'tis of thee,
Sweet bird of cranberry,
Of thee, I sing.
I love thy back and wings,
Legs, neck, and other things."
0c-roam 1.
OCTOBER 4.
OCTOBER 5.
OCTOBER 6.
OCTOBER 8.
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NOVEMBER 26. Everbody recuperating. Cecil and Donna Burns entertain.
NOVEMBER 29. Still gaining strength.
NOVEMBER 30. Back at work.
DECEMBER 1. Prof. Parker demonstrates to the Biology class how little they know.
DECEMBER 3. Riotous times at Townsley's. Freshmen, Juniors, Seniors vs. Sophomores. Class
Basket Ball games. Soph girls win 14-8. Boys lose 19-31.
DECEMBER 6. Freshmen steal a march and escape to Bowersville for a spread.
DECEMBER 7. Wilson's policy of preparedness settled. Aff. Bradfute, Graham, Sterrett, Waits.
Neg. Chesnut, Hoskinson, J. Collins, Elder. Judges decision 2,-1 in favor; popular vote 41-29
opposed.
DECEMBER 8. State Secretary of the Y.W.C.A. present.
DECEMBER 9. Prof. Allen challenges to a debate on "Preparedness." Prof. Wright accepts. Fresh-
man colors burned on the campus. Sophomore spead at Marie Little's. Sophs fly Freshman colors.
DECEMBER 10. McClure wins the preliminary Oratorical Contest.
DECEMBER 13. Rev. Maurice Ruben visits the college and tells about work among the Jews)
DECEMBER 14. Debate no. 2. Allen vs. Wright. Preparedness policy meets a second overwhelming
defeat. American Quartette gives entertainment in the Opera House.
DECEMBER 15. Christmans Prayer Meeting.
DECEMBER 16. Prof. McChesney reads "Christmas Day in the Evening" by Grace Richmond.
DECEMBER 17. No School. Everbody remains for the Antioch ball games. Girls lose 16-10; boys
win 21-17.
DECEMBER 18. Everybody leaves.
DECEMBER 19-JANUARY 2. Visit with home folks, meet Santa Claus et cetera, et et cetera ad in-
finitum.
JANUARY 3. Return to Cedarville.
JANUARY 4. The beginning of a new year. Some in the throes of La Grippe.
JANUARY 6. La Grippe seeking whom he may devour. Miss Creswell entrapped.
JANUARY 7. Profs. Jurkat, McChesney, and Creswell all victims of La Grippe. Brady's 23: C.C. 34.
JANUARY 8. At Antioch. Girls. C.C. 20, Antioch 40. Boys C.C. 31, Antioch a.
JANUARY 10. Good news from the sick. The Sophomores give an oyster feed to the rest of the classes
in the gymn.
JANUARY IR. Rain! Rain! Rain!
JANUARY 13. Entertainment by Raweis in the Opera House.
JANUARY 17. Profs. Jurkat, McChesney, and Creswell back again. Miss Holliday succumbs to the
grippe. -10° F.
JANUARY 17. The grip still gripping.
JANUARY 21. "A bloomin' big, buzzin' confusion" getting new schedules arranged. New Straits-
ville 30. C.C. 42.
JANUARY 24. Dr. J. M. Coleman gives us his idea of the right kind of preparedness. Philo Literary
Society gives a Kipling Program.
JANUARY 27. "Bob" shows his speed and takes refuge at Townsley's. Freshman spread at Corry's.
JANUARY 28. Wilmington 39. C.C. 31.
JANUARY 31. Y.M. social and business meeting in Philo Hall. The tranquillity of the girls at Lowry's
suddenly interrupted.
FEBRUARY 1. Second semester begins. Dr. Chesnut, the speaker. "Look out for the Switches,"
the theme.
Time called for the second half of the year's game to begin.
Discovered in Rife's Biblia Hebraica, the following:
"Ruth rode with me in my cycle car,
In the seat in back of me,
I took a bump at fifty-five,
And rode on Ruthlessly."
The boys at Wilmington, C.C. 17. Wilmington 40. The girls at Greenville, C.C.
5. Greenville H.S. 17.
FEBRUARY 10. Freshman spread at the home of Mildred Adams. Colman's room invaded and ran-
sacked.
FEBRUARY 2.
FEBRUARY 3.
FEBRUARY 4.
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FEBRUARY 11. Day of Prayer. Dr. Lorimer of Jamestown, the speaker. "The Call of the Church
to the Young People of Today," the theme. Ezek. 22:30. McClure wins third place on the State
Oratorical Contest.
FEBRUARY 14. McClure tells of his trip to Heidelberg. The Philos give a Tennyson Program.
FEBRUARY 16. Jupiter and Venus turn many to star-gazing. Murphy's 17. C.C. 44.
FEBRUARY 17. The boys are admonished to skine their shoes. Helen C. wishes "Day" would come
in the night.
FEBRUARY 18. Admonition no. 2. Remember, a chair was made to sit squarely on four legs.
Schildkret's Orchestra in the Opera House. "Think of Me." "The Best is yet to Come."
FEBRUARY 21. Washington-Lincoln exercises. Mock wedding anniversary.
FEBRUARY 22. Washington's 184th birthday. The 50th birthday of the Y.W.C.A. appropriately cele-
brated.
FEBRUARY 24. Mercury's 26. C.C. 16, At Xenia.
FEBRUARY 28. Memorial service for Rev. R. P. Gorbold, '97, a missionary in Japan.
FEBRUARY 29. Mrs. Morrison, a reader, gives an entertainment in the Opera House: Fourth number
of the lecture course.
MARCH 1. Dr. Chesnut talks to the boys. Theme: "The Extinction of Enthusiasm is the Point of
Death."
MARCH 2. Prof. McChesney sick with the grippe. Mary Chesnut entertains the Juniors and Seniors.
MARCH Freshman spread3.
MARCH 7.
MARCH 8.
MARCH 9.
at Stormont's.
Our janitor given a birthday present of $7.
Handicap game 2 to 1. Cedarville H. S. 37. C. C. 80.
Chancellor Geo. Bradford lectures in the Opera House. Subject, "America's Destiny."
MARCH 10. Mutes 33. C.C. 32.
MARCH 13. Prof. McChesney able to be back, and welcome.
MARCH 15. Dr. James D. Steele D.D. in chapel. Nine rahs for Steele and McChesney.
MARCH 17. St. Patrick honored by the Erin brigade, which enters chapel to the time of the Smith
two-step.
MARCH 20. Ernest Foster '13 leads devotionals.
MARCH 23. Darkness covers the earth and the gas has to be lighted during recitations.
MARCH 24. Misses Eleanor K. and Laura Holliday spend the early hours of Saturday morning in help-
ing their chauffeur get their machine our of the mudhole on Federal Pike.
MARCH 27. Waits waxes eloquent in Oratory class. "Dave" suddenly interrupted in Literary by
the melodious song of a "Big Ben" hidden away in the recesses of the piano.
MARCH 28. Anti-Orationists and Pro-Spring-Vacationists very active. 0. D. McKeever, "The Sun-
shine Man" lectures in the Opera House.
MARCH 29. Real sunshine.
MARCH 30. Spring is coming, surely coming.
MARCH 31. Dorothy Collins elected May Queen, James Chesnut Cedar Day Orator.
APRIL 1. April Fool Day again. The Cedrus goes to press.
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We regret to announce that Mr. Waits requested us not to connect his name with Miss Allen's
in any way. This has made necessary the cutting out of much valuable material. Realizing that Mr.
Waits is of a shy and unobtrusive disposition we have reluctantly forborne to publish any grinds on him
and his lady love.
Prof. Allen (in Bible) Who fled from Absalom in the land of Gad?
Miss Corry—Moses.
Wm. A: Say, Norman told me when he left Orr's the other night(or morning) that Mrs. Orr thot
it was the milkman and called, "leave two quarts of milk this morning."
William Collins has found that he cannot keep his money, so he is looking to a certain one in the
Freshman class to keep it for him.
One by one the English students entered the hall from Miss Holliday's room. The last one was "Bill"
Collins. Freda was heard to say—" Last but not least."
In McCoy's Barber Shop.
Colman—"I want a hair cut."
Barber—"Which one?"
Overheard among three girls.
F.—" William means good."
J.—John means gift."
F. (looking at H.) "I wonder what Norman means?"
H. (fervently)—"Well, I hope he means business."
McChesney to Anna Collins—"Did you say that you had all the experiments worked out suc-
cessfully?"
Anna—"No, yes, all but one, I haven't any "pain".
Prof. Allen says—"The rain comes upon the just and the unjust, mostly on the just because the un-
just generally has the just's umbrella."
Miss McClellan (during Soph, meeting)—" What part do you play in the Minstrel, McClure?"
Voice from the rear—" Main joke."
It happened in Oratory. J. Collins (reciting "The Death Penalty" by Victor Hugo.)—" But no,
the gelatine, tho vanquished remains standing."
Ruth T.—"What is a kiss?"
Mr. Grant.—"A blissful foretaste that I hope the future has in store."
While Prof. Allen was taking down the roll in Oratory during Dr. McChesney's absence, P. H.
informed him that Harriet was taking her music lesson and was always late on Wednesday mornings.
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Cedarville College
College Department
A four years' course leading to the degrees of
A. B. and B. S.
Normal Department
A four years' course leading to the degree of
A. B., and a four years' State High School
Certificate without examination; also review work
for teachers. Recognized by the State.
Graduate Department
One year course for College graduates leading
to the A. M. and B. S. in E. degrees and to
State High School Certificate.
Summer School
Work of all grades, High School, Collegiate,
Graduate, Normal, Music, Oratory, Art. Fully
recognized by the State for both High School
and Elementary Credits.
Preparatory Department
Four years' course, recognized as equivalent to
a High School of the first grade.
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE
ALSO for BULLETINS and OTHER LITERATURE to THE PRESIDENT
Rev. W. R. McChesney, Ph. D., DD.
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
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L' Envoi
And now to you I bid a sad farewell
0 gentle readers of the Cedrus dope;
And ere my neck shall stretch in some stout rope
I fain would write you how my luck befell.
A boyhood friend of mine I love him well
With many a word of blarney and soft soap
Beguiled me into borrowing from him
This typewriter which he could never hope
To use, for as you write, the letters dim
Keep crumbling one by one, bang-crash-bing.
Unless you stop and mend the useless thing.
The alphabet will soon become so slim
That not a single word can you complete;
Once touched a key lies helpless at your feet.
II
But now at last I'm thru; and friends know well,
That if the letter L comes loose again,
I'll write a dash instead, -ike that, and then—
But hark; M broke; I heard her when she fe- -
I'-- use a dot instead, but -list the kne--
Of J is to--ing; soon he'-- break and -o
An & wi-- have to fi-- his vacant shoes.
0-d E and F are cracking when they go
We'-- use these two (*?), ch**r up, dont g*t th* b-u*s
And wh*n I us* th* do--ar .ark' y-- know
That R in hast* has -*?t this ?ick-* wo$-d;
In th* hav*n o? -i?*s s*a his sal-s a$* ?u$-*d.
VW* us* this sign (%) ?o$ ?*a$ o? braking I
0 % a. dy%ng ha$d d*a$ ?$%*nds Good By*
& .*$_* $%?*
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The Cedrus Staff wishes to thank the merchants
for placing their ads in this publication and kindly
ask the Faculty and Student Body to mention the
CEDRUS when patronizing these merchants • • • •
01
Richards Drug Store
THE STUDENTS' STORE
The Most Popular Soda Fountain in
Town. ::: The Freshest Chocolates.
Athletic Goods ::: Sundries Complete
Richards Drug Store
Phone 203 CEDARVILLE, OHIO
Watt's Quality
Ice Creams are
served by us
We are in a position to make
fancy creams for any occasion.
When thinking of
Special Goods
See Us
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THE COLLEGE MAN'S FAVORITE
UNSURPASSED IN QUA L I TY AND COM FORT
OVERLAND cars are to be preferred above any other
Automobile at or near its price, because of certain
advantages. FOR DEMONSTRATION SEE
Hannabery and Cummings
Cedarville, Ohio
411.
'01
che `criterion
MEN'S, YOUNG MEN'S
AND BOYS'
Fine Clothing
—and—
Furnishings
22 S. Detroit St., Xenia, Ohio
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SEE
The Tarbox Lumber Company
FOR ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIALS
Bring in Your Bills and Let Me Make an Estimate on the Cost of
That New Improvement. Reliable Goods at a• Reasonable Price.
CEDAR VILLE, Phone 33 OHIO
Colman says—" variety is the spice of life" and he believes it. Just look at this: Ruth R. H.,
Helen P. C., Eleanor K. H., Mildred C., and the other Mildred C., also Ellen T., and others too numerous
to mention.
Miss Creswell (picking up and kissing Robert Parker)—"0 isn't he sweet, he looks just like his
father, doesn't he?"
The Greene County Lumber Co.
XENIA, OHIO
Has the largest stock of LUMBER in this sec-
tion of the county—all grades and lowest prices
"A SAFE PLACE TO TRADE"
LUMBER DELIVERED TO THE BUILDING SITE
Galloway & Cherry
11 E. Main St. XENIA, OHIO
Get your Groceries, Fruit and
Vegetables at
J. M. Willoughby
Corner Grocery
All Orders Delivered Quickly
PHONE 85 CEDARVILLE, 0.
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ROBERT BIRD & SONS CO.
T E SToRE THAT TIlE STUDENTS MAKE THEIR HEAD cui RTERs
WE TItA"r0 PLEASE la 11E1\1-
FOR THE GIRLS
A full line of Furnishing
Goods, Kid Gloves, Cor-
sets, Silk Hosiery, Etc.
For All Students
Tennis and Basket Ball
Shoes, Sweaters, Pen-
nants, Etc. :::
FOR THE BOYS
Royal Tailored Suits,
Hats, Shoes, Caps, Col-
lars, Ties, Silk Socks,
Belts, and a full line of
all other Furnishings.
Our line for the
Boys will be
even Stronger
next year. ::
We take this opportunity to thank all the Students for their pat-
ronage. COME AGAIN. We furnished the Suits for
the Basketball team this year.
What Meaneth These Things?
Miss Holliday is saving dish coupons.
Miss Stewart says the Freshmen have learned to love each other.
Colman says Hollidays get his goat.
Grant says he didn't come to Cedarville for nothing.
DO YOU HAVE A SWEET TOOTH?
if so go to
The "Cedarville Bakery"
for Fresh Bread, Cakes and Pies
Special attention given to orders for Parties, Spreads,
Church Socials, Etc.
J. E. POST - Cedarville Ohio
HOME BAKERY
We guarantee the best Bread, Cakes and Pies made.or sold in Xenia.
35 Green St. F. L. MACKEY
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uality First"
There are lots of places to buy Good Furniture but
only one place to buy the best.
J. A. BEATTY and SON
Dependable Furniture XENIA, OHIO
Our Motto is "YOUR PROTECTION"
Auto Service Co.
FRANK E. LYONS
Expert Vulcanizing
Goodrich and Fisk Tires
Silvertown Cord Tires
We repair all Makes of Tires Free Air at All Times
West Main St. XENIA, OHIO
BOTH PHONES
The Aldine Publishing House
GEORGE I. GRAHAM & CO.
COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS
Engraving Printing - Binding
Gazette Building
23 South Detroit St. Xenia, Ohio
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Hutchison & Gibney's
XENIA, OHIO
UP-To-DATE STYLES
Silk and Wool Suits,
Skirts, Waists, Cor-
sets, Gloves, Hosiery
Rugs, Linoleum, Shades, Curtains,
Kitchen Cabinets, Coal, Wood and
Gas Ranges, Ice Chests, China, 5 and
10 cent Articles, Housekeepers' Needs.
FINEST STORE FROM
BOSTON to SAN FRANCISCO
Anna Collins at the party at Mrs. Barber's, when asked what she would rather be than her own self
replied, looking at Irene,—" A Dainty Chesnut."
Jim.(wakening up)—"Oh! this is leap year, isn't it?"
What would happen at Townsley's,
If "Bob should take a Holiday?
If Day would vanish in the night?
If McClure should quit abusing the piano?
If Waits should remain until the meal is over?
If "Bob" should be on time?'
If Elder should keep his feet to himself?
If Grant should mean what he said?
Jobe Brothers Co.
MERCHANTS
Suits, Coats, Skirts,
Millinery and
Fine Footwear
E. Main St. XENIA, OHIO
Don't Forget to
see us before you
buy that new Suit.
Our Prices
are Right.
KANY, the Tailor
XENIA, OHIO
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Prestige in Piano Buying When You Buy
from the
SUTTON MUSIC STORE
14th Year on Green Street, XENIA, OHIO
Over 1000 Satisfied Customers. Piano Refinishing, Tuning and
Repairing a Specialty.
BOTH PHONES
Cedarville Theological Seminary
COURSES
of
STUDY
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
1. Theological, 3 years.
2. Combination Collegiate and Theo-
logical, four years, leading to the
degree of A. B.
3. Bible Training and Missionary,
two years.
4. Post-Graduate work for the de-
grees of B. D. and A. M., one year.
Courses 2 and 3 are open to both sexes.
Good Library with leading periodicals.
Next year begins September 19, 1916.
Send for Catalogue to
Dr. JAMES L. CHESNUT, Dean
Furnas'QUALITY" Ice Cream
ICES SHERBETS NEAPOLITAN ICE CREAM
FRENCH ICE CREAM INDIVIDUAL ICE CREAM MOLDS
FROZEN CONFECTIONS FOR ANY OCCASION
C. M. RIDGWAY. Exclusive Agent
Consult him for prices. CEDARVILLE, OHIO
The Furnas Ice Cream Co., Columbus, Ohio
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DOLLAR SAVING DAYS
CAPITAL
and
SURPLUS
$45,000
Prosperity dates from the first dollar saved.
If you are earning money you should save
something. What you do now in the
way of saving may determine
what the future will bring
you. We pay interest on
savings accounts at
four per cent.
Open a
Savings Ac-
count Today
THE EXCHANGE BANK, Cedarville, Ohio
THE WESTERN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
A faculty of ten Professors offers a complete modern theological curriculum, with
elective courses leading to the degree of B. D. Graduate courses of the Univ-
ersity of Pittsburg, leading to the degrees of A. M. and Ph. D., are open to
properly qualified students of the Seminary. Exceptional library facilities,
Seminary library of thirty-four thousand volumes and the Carnegie collection.
Two entrance prizes of $150 each and two post-graduate fellowships of $500
each. A new dormitory equipped with latest modern improvements, includ-
ing social hall, students commons and gymnasium. The next term opens
September 19, 1916. For Information Apply to
President, JAMES A. KELSO, Ph. D., D. D.
WE ENDEAVOR Compliments of
to show our appreciation of
your patronage by giving
you the best in service and
quality. :::
McFarland Grocery Co.
RUFUS McFARLAND, Manager
McCOY
The Upstairs Barber
You furnish the whiskers
and we will do the rest.
Cedarville, 0.
KERR and
HASTINGS
BROTHERS
Cedarville, Ohio
—Go to--
. H. WOLFORD
for
Rubber Tires and All
Kinds of Repairing.
Auto and Buggy
Painting.
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
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WE CAN
improve your home with a beautiful and permanent
CEMENT porch.
SPAHR and ERVIN9 Xenia, Ohio
BOTH PHONES
CONCRETE for PERMANENCE
This is a
Victor-Victrola X, $75
CONTINUAL PLEASURE
for the ENTIRE HOUSEHOLD
pLEASURE is the big thing with all of us. With aVictrola in your home you can enjoy the world'sbest music and entertainment whenever you are
in the mood to hear it. We'll gladly demonstrate the
Victrola and play any music you wish to hear—stop in
any time.
Victrolas, $15 to $300
R. D. ADAIR, - - Xenia, Ohio
Thorb Charters
JEWELER
Now LOCATED AT
:: 44 E. Main Street : :
XENIA, OHIO
Plionc 081 t
Floyd Anderson
FLOWER S
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
101 West Main tit. XENIA, 01110
Hart, Schaffner and Marx
Varsity Fifty-five for Young Men - - $18 to $35
CLOTHCRAFT Clothes, All Wool, - $12 to $16.50
C. A. WEAVER
Opposite Court House XENIA, OHIO
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If you buy out of town, and we buy out of
town, and all our neighbors buy out of
town, What Will Become of Our Town?
Ever Think About This?
McFarland & McKee
CEDARVILLE, 0.
Prof. Jurkat says that the only difference between John D. Rockefeller and Jess Willard is that
John D. makes his money hand over fist, while Willard makes his fist hand over money.
"The Limit". McClure was caught ringing the firebox trying to post a letter.
McClure (at the information bureau, Union Station, Columbus)—"Say do you fellows keep sun
time or standard time here?"
Information Agent—"Blankety, blank, blank."
Lane Theological Seminary
Cincinnati, Ohio
Eighty-fourth year. Modern Curriculum Co-operation with the
University of Cincinnati for advanced degrees. For Catalogue
and particulars, address
President, William McKibbin, DD., LLD.
HINTON'S RESTAURANT/
The College (The Place to Eat) Try us once and youBoys' Standby will never go elsewhere
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
DOWNING'S ART STUDIO
FINE PHOTOGRAPHS AND PAINTINGS
XENIA, OHIO
Try Us on Shoes. You Will Save Money
S. and S. Shoe Store
E. Main Street XENIA, OHIO
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A Little More for Your Money
Than you can buy elsewhere—let us prove it to U.
High Grade Clothing, Hats, Furnishing
Goods and Shoes.
Ask about our PROFIT SHARING PLAN
HOME CLOTHING COMPANY
TRADE AT HOME CEDARVILLE, OHIO
Doherty—" Well, you see this picture's pretty small, and when it is diminished it'll be smaller yet."
Harriet to Janet (after a basket ball game while "the bunch" were waiting for the manager to pay
the visiting team.)—"Does John usually tarry around as long as this?"
Janet—" Where do you mean, here?"
Freda T. (in laboratory)—"Is this carbon disulphide?"
Hoskinson (absent mindedly)" Yes, dear."
Later Hoskinson explained it by saying he was thinking of another Freda who lives near his home
and it was she whom he was addressing.
YES ..I
We always have a fine line of Fresh
and Smoked Meats, Choice
Fruits of All Kinds.
OYSTERS IN SEASON
Cultice Meat Market
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
The HOME Bakery
Bakes fresh Bread every day.
Delicious Pies, Cakes and Pastries
a Specialty.
Delivery Every Day.
JACOB SIEGLER
Phone 65 CEDARVILLE, OHIO
The Cedarville Herald
ESTABLISHED 1878
Commercial Printing of All Kinds
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
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IF YOU DESIRE
Real art in design, finest quality of material, highest class work-
manship in execution of Mausoleum, Monument, Marker, or other
memorial, you can find a concern that will not disappoint you in
The George Dodds & Sons Granite Co.
KEENE, N. H. XENIA, OHIO MILFORD, MASS.
Finest and Best Equipped Plant in the United States with an unbroken
record of fifty years "square dealing. Work shipped direct from the quarries.
LEO ANDERSON, D. V. M.
VETERINARIAN
CEDARVILLE, OHIORESIDENCE 2-81PHONES•• 1. OFFICE 3-81
THE NAGLEY STUDIO
ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPHS OUR SPECIALTY
KODAKS, SUPPLIES, POST CARDS, PICTURE FRAMING
CEDARVILLE, - - OHIO
W. R. STERRETT
Live Stock Insurance
and Real Estate
JAMESTOWN, OHIO
BABB means BEST
32nd Year
Hardware, Buggies, Imple-
ments, Harness, Engines,
Paints
C. L. BABB
16 S. Detroit St. XENIA, OHIO
W. L. Clemans
Real Estate, Loans
AND--
Insurance Agency
ESTABLISHED 1896
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
The SMITH
Advertising Co.
Publishers and
Commercial Printers
XENIA, OHIO
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Artistic
Photography
WHEELER'S STUDIO
Green Street - XENIA, OHIO
PHONES:
At Residence, 159
At Store, 40
Nagley Bros.
Funeral Directors
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
Patronize
our
Advertisers
Both
Telephones
68
J. H. WHITMER SUCCESSOR TOJOHNSON & DEAN
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
OFFICE OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
22 EAST MARKET STREET
BASTIAN BROS. CO.
Manufacturers of 
Class Emblems, Rings, Fobs, Athletic Medals,
Wedding and Commencement Invitations and
Announcements, Dance Orders, Programs,
Menus, Visiting Cards, Etc.
Samples and Estimates Furnished upon Request
1036 Bastian Bldg., ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
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